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In our current generation, the existence of model teachers is still evident. These teachers manifest attributes that really prove that teachers are admirable and respectable members of the society.

Model teachers are radiating with qualities that are truly commendable and worth-imitating:

Model teachers are filled with humility. As teachers, it is expected that they are definitely humble in their everyday dealings. Teachers who serve as models possess kind hearts that definitely care for others most especially to the students. Teachers show meekness in all their undertakings most especially in the school.

Model teachers are highly competent. Teachers are anticipated to show the best of their abilities particularly in educating the students. Teachers must be able to show greatness in talents and skills in developing and enhancing their respective learners.

Model teachers are empathic. As role models, teachers must show compassion or sympathy to the students that they educate. Since they are teaching varied learners of different backgrounds and attitudes, they should be able to listen to them and understand their feelings and sentiments.

Model teachers are optimistic. Being positive is a good trait of a teacher. The role model teachers must have good outlook in life most especially in performing the teaching job. It is highly significant that they face the problems with a smile and courage in resolving them.
Model teachers are facing challenges with confidence. Being strong is one attribute of teachers. Teachers must face unavoidable challenges with confidence in order to successfully overcome the trials that are being encountered in the daily teaching activities.

Model teachers are hard working. The teacher should display hard work in the performance of tasks in the field of teaching. Teachers would love to have responsibilities in line with the job as educator. The role model teachers always perform duties with extreme passion and interest.

Model teachers are flexible. Teachers can do a lot of tasks. As teachers you need to be versatile most especially in the performance of the duties and responsibilities of teachers. Flexibility connotes the ability of each teacher to adjust and adapt to the changes in the field of education.

Model teachers are good whether in professional or personal standing. Teachers must grow in personal and in professional aspects of their lives. They should have a balance of these two and must show good examples in being a teacher and being an individual.

Model teachers are altruistic. Thinking of oneself first is not the philosophy of a model teacher. The love and care for others specifically for the students is the foremost priority of the role model teachers.

The ideas above prove that teachers as role models are expected to project certain distinctive qualities that make them different from the others. The qualities that model teachers exude should serve as inspiration and encouragement to others.
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